Late life cognitive control deficits are accentuated by white matter disease burden
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Recent evidence suggests that age-related impairments in cognition may be mediated by a specific deficit in the ability to maintain goal-relevant information, a critical component of cognitive control dependent on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, although the underlying neural mechanism of these deficits remains unclear. To examine white matter hyperintensities as a neurobiological mechanism of these impairments, older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden, older individuals with low white matter hyperintensity burden, and young adults were assessed in an event-related functional imaging scan while performing the ‘AX’-continuous performance task. Individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden showed a significant reduction in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity during the high cognitive control cue condition relative to the low white matter hyperintensity group and young individuals. Conversely, those with severe white matter hyperintensity burden showed greater activity in rostral anterior cingulate cortex compared to young individuals. These results are consistent with impaired cognitive control and a possible failure to deactivate default-mode regions in these subjects. Additionally, those with severe white matter hyperintensity burden showed reduced functional connectivity between dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and task-relevant brain regions including middle frontal gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus relative to young subjects and those with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden. These results suggest that age-related goal maintenance impairments and associated dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction may partly reflect incipient white matter disease of interconnected cognitive networks.
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Introduction

A number of cognitive and biological changes occur in the brains of healthy older adults. Behavioural studies of older adults reveal striking cognitive decline in measures of cognitive control (Hasher and Zacks, 1988; Light, 1996). It has recently been suggested that specific impairments in goal maintenance may be the hallmark deficit underlying these age-related differences (Rush et al., 2006). Goal maintenance, the ability to actively maintain goals in order to accomplish a task, is involved in many cognitive tasks and is thought to involve a network of regions dependent on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Braver et al., 2001). Impairment in this network is consistent with hypotheses that attribute differences with cognitive ageing to prefrontal cortex function (West, 1996; Raz et al., 1997), volumetric studies that indicate that prefrontal cortex volume is selectively decreased in older adults (Raz et al., 1997),
and functional imaging studies that suggest age-related changes in the recruitment of prefrontal cortex resources (Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000; Cabeza, 2002).

Though age-related prefrontal dysfunction has been widely reported, the underlying mechanisms of this impairment remain poorly understood (West, 1996; Raz et al., 1997). White matter hyperintensities increase in frequency with age and have been linked with a selective impairment of the frontal lobe structure and function across a wide range of studies including magnetic resonance spectroscopy, PET and diffusion tensor imaging (O’Sullivan et al., 2004; Tullberg et al., 2004; Schuff et al., 2011). In a recent functional MRI study, increasing white matter hyperintensity burden was associated with reduced prefrontal cortical activity during episodic memory retrieval and working memory (Nordahl et al., 2006). White matter hyperintensity burden was also associated with reduced activity in anterior cingulate cortex, a region functionally linked to the prefrontal cortex (Nordahl et al., 2006). The objective of this study was to extend this previous work by investigating cerebrovascular disease as represented by white matter hyperintensity as a potential mechanism of age-related cognitive control deficits and prefrontal cortex dysfunction, possibly through altered connectivity of task-relevant cortical processing.

In the present study, 18 older adults with severe white matter hyperintensity burden, 15 older adults with low white matter hyperintensity burden and 15 young adults were assessed using structural and functional MRI while performing the ‘AX’ continuous performance task, a task that allows comparison of multiple conditions with varying loads of cognitive control. Given previous findings of reduced prefrontal activity associated with white matter hyperintensity in normal elderly during working and episodic memory tasks (Nordahl et al., 2006), we hypothesized that individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden would have reduced dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity and reduced dorsolateral prefrontal cortex correlated activity during high cognitive control conditions relative to older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity and young individuals.

**Materials and methods**

**Participants**

Eighteen normal older adults with severe white matter hyperintensity burden, 15 normal older adults with low white matter hyperintensity burden and 15 young adults were recruited for participation in the study. All subjects gave informed consent to participate in the study. Two older subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden were excluded due to functional interference on the functional imaging and the presence of a silent stroke, respectively. An additional older subject with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden was excluded due to task non-compliance resulting in a total of 16 subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden and 15 subjects with minimal white matter hyperintensity for study. Subject demographics are shown in Table 1.

Elderly participants were normal controls from a pool of individuals seen at the University of California Davis Alzheimer’s Disease Centre and recruited from the community through advertising or from spouses of patients seen at the Alzheimer’s Disease Centre.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Subject demographics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (F/M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White matter hyperintensity volume (%TCV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit span forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit span backward</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Differs from all groups, P < 0.0001; **Differs from all groups, P < 0.02; ***Differs from young, P = 0.02. MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination; TCV = total cranial volume.

N/A = young subjects did not receive MMSE testing.

Participants received clinical neuropsychological testing at the University of California Davis Alzheimer’s Disease Centre. The testing was administered as part of a clinical work-up used to determine the clinical diagnosis of cognitively normal. The neuropsychological battery included Mini-Mental State Exam, Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised, Logical Memory I and II, Memory Assessment Scales List Learning, Boston Naming, Block Design, Digit Span, Animal Fluency and the Geriatric Depression Scale (Yesavage, 1988). All elderly participants received a clinical diagnosis of normal cognition through the Alzheimer’s Disease Centre based on neurological exams and extensive neuropsychological evaluations. The diagnosis of normal was adjudicated at a multidisciplinary case conference, based upon all available clinical information. All elderly subjects were aged 66–89 years and in stable health, and exclusion criteria were limited to diagnosis of dementia or mild cognitive impairment, major medical illness, history of cortical strokes, medications thought to affect cognition and white matter hyperintensity burden outside the range defined in the study. Severe white matter hyperintensity burden was defined as the highest 75th percentile of white matter hyperintensity burden in the normal subjects seen at the Alzheimer’s Disease Centre, and low white matter hyperintensity burden was defined as those in the lowest 25th percentile of normal subjects seen at the Alzheimer’s Disease Centre. Young subjects aged 19–29 years were recruited from the university by advertisement.

**Cognitive tasks**

Subjects performed the ‘AX’-continuous performance task in the scanner as this task previously demonstrated impairment in cognitive control for older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden (A.B.V. Mayda et al. manuscript under review). In this task, randomly chosen letters were presented sequentially on the computer screen. The cue letter appeared for 500 ms, followed by a 3500 ms delay. A probe letter was then shown for 500 ms duration. Subjects were instructed to make a target response (with a right index finger response) to the letter ‘X’ only when it followed the letter ‘A’. All other stimuli required a non-target response (with a right middle finger response). A 9500 ms inter-trial interval followed. The frequency of targets was high (70%), with the remaining 30% of trials divided.
among three distracter conditions: a ‘non-A’ followed by an ‘X’ (‘BX’), an ‘A’ followed by a ‘non-X’ (‘AY’) and a ‘non-A’ followed by a ‘non-X’ (‘BY’). The letters ‘K’ and ‘Y’ were excluded due to the similarity to the letter ‘X’. A total of 160 trial pairs were run.

Imaging acquisition

All magnetic resonance images were collected on a GE 1.5 T scanner. Functional MRI (T2-weighted echo planar functional imaging; repetition time 2000 ms, echo time 40 ms, flip angle 90°, field of view 22 cm) were acquired prior to structural images. A fluid attenuated inversion recovery sequence (repetition time 11 000 ms, echo time 144 ms, field of view 25 cm, 48 slices, slice thickness 3 mm, matrix 256 × 192) and a coplanar T1-weighted sequence (repetition time 450 ms, echo time 20 ms, field of view 22, 24 slices, slice thickness 4 mm, matrix 256 × 256) were also obtained.

Quantification of white matter hyperintensity volume was performed using a custom-written computer program operating on a Unix, Solaris platform as previously described (DeCarli et al., 1992). In brief, all images had non-brain tissue removed and an image intensity non-uniformity correlation applied (DeCarli et al., 1996). Once brain matter segmentation was achieved, a segmentation threshold for white matter hyperintensity volume was determined a priori as 3.5 SDs in pixel intensity above the mean of the fitted distribution of brain parenchyma. Repeated estimates using inter-class correlations showed greater ‘B’ cue relative to ‘A’ cue condition for each subject. These data were then subjected to analysis of variance and Tukey’s honestly significant difference tests to test for group differences. An additional three subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden were excluded from this analysis due to the lack of a sufficient number of correct ‘B’ trials, defined as <50% correct trials.

Anterior cingulate cortex

A region of interest analysis was also conducted for the anterior cingulate cortex, given the recent evidence of the association between white matter hyperintensity and anterior cingulate activity (Nordahl et al., 2006) and studies indicating age-related increases in the region’s sensitivity to the presence of competing streams of information (Milham et al., 2002). The same procedure used in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex analysis was used in the anterior cingulate analysis (Fig. 1B), again using the Pick Atlas tool (Maldjian et al., 2003) to identify regions of activation in anterior cingulated cortex.

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex correlated activity

We measured functional connectivity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex using the beta series correlation method (Rissman et al., 2004; Yoon et al., 2008) implemented in SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) with additional scripts designed for this study. The standard SPM haemodynamic response function was used to convolve trial specific covariates modelled activity during the component of each individual trial in order to generate beta series. Voxel-wise bivariate Pearson’s correlations between a left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex seed region and the rest of the brain were computed for each task component. Given our a priori approach based on review of the prior literature, our initial analysis was based on locating an area of activation near to a previously described region in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex related to cognitive control (MacDonald et al., 2000). The location of maximal group differences under the contrast analysis of ‘B’ cue versus ‘A’ cue conditions was used to identify the area for the seed region. A 5 mm sphere was placed at this location for the connectivity analysis.

In addition, we performed a second- confirmatory analysis using the MacDonald et al. (2000) region to replicate the initial findings. Between-group random effects analysis was then performed for group-averaged correlations. We identified clusters of five or six voxels that showed greater functional connectivity in the ‘B’ cue relative to the ‘A’ cue in each group (P < 0.001, uncorrected). Signal was averaged across all voxels in significant areas, and contrast estimates were extracted in the ‘B’ cue > ‘A’ cue condition for each subject. These data were then subjected to analysis of variance and Tukey’s honestly significant difference tests to test for group differences. The three same subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden noted above were also excluded from this analysis due to the lack of a sufficient number of correct ‘B’ trials, defined as <50% correct trials.

Results

‘AX’-continuous performance task in-scanner performance

We observed significant between group differences in accuracy of the ‘AX’-continuous performance task, as shown in Fig. 2A.
On the ‘AX’ and ‘BX’ conditions, older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden performed significantly worse than young individuals (‘AX’: \( F = 3.27, P = 0.05 \), ‘BX’: \( F = 3.12, P = 0.05 \)). Older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden did not differ from the young or the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group on either condition. No group differences were found on the ‘AY’ or ‘BY’ condition (‘AY’: \( F = 1.13, P = 0.33 \), ‘BY’: \( F = 2.90, P = 0.07 \)). In another measure of performance, we analysed the accuracy of hits on the ‘AX’ trials minus the false alarms on the ‘BX’ trials.

As shown in Fig. 2B, we found a significant group difference such that subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden performed worse than young subjects (\( F = 5.80, P = 0.006 \)). Older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden did not differ from the high white matter hyperintensity or young subjects on this measure.

We also observed significant group differences in reaction times such that reaction times on the ‘AX’, ‘BX’ and ‘AY’ conditions of the ‘AX’-continuous performance task were affected by age, but not white matter hyperintensity burden (‘AX’: \( F = 9.08, \).

**Figure 1** (A) Functionally derived dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and (B) rostral anterior cingulate regions of interest.
In addition to these analyses, two reaction time interference scores were calculated: ‘AY’ interference (mean ‘AY’ reaction time/mean ‘AX’ reaction time) and ‘BX’ interference (mean ‘BX’ reaction time/mean ‘AX’ reaction time). These measures show the influence of goal maintenance on reaction time in ‘AY’ and ‘BX’ trials relative to ‘AX’ trials. As shown in Fig. 3, in a multiple analysis of variance including the conditions of ‘BX’ and ‘AY’ interference and group, there was a significant group by condition interaction (F = 3.68, P = 0.03). The ‘BX’ interference measure differed by group (F = 3.31, P = 0.05). Older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden had more ‘BX’ interference than the young group (P = 0.05). The groups did not differ in ‘AY’ interference.

Functional MRI of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

Group differences in activity within the functionally defined region of interest are shown in Fig. 4. There was a significant group difference of the mean contrast estimates in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex region of interest during the ‘B’ cue condition relative to the ‘A’ cue condition (−1.73 ± 3.49, 1.65 ± 2.71, 1.75 ± 2.63 for severe white matter hyperintensity burden, minimal white matter hyperintensity burden and young subject groups, respectively; F = 5.8, P = 0.006). Post hoc analysis using Tukey–Kramer honest significant differences found that the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group had reduced activation relative to the minimal white matter hyperintensity burden and young individuals groups, which did not differ from one another. This finding remained essentially unchanged when examined only in the left hemisphere portion of the region of interest (F = 5.8, P = 0.006) or the right hemisphere portion of the region of interest (F = 4.9, P = 0.01).

Functional MRI of anterior cingulate cortex

There was a significant group difference of the mean contrast estimates in the anterior cingulated cortex region of interest during the ‘B’ cue condition relative to the ‘A’ cue condition such that the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group had increased activation relative to the group of young subjects (F = 4.10, P = 0.02), and a trend towards greater activity than the minimal white matter hyperintensity burden group (P = 0.12). The location of the region within our functionally defined region of interest for the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group is shown in the slice in Fig. 5. The co-ordinates for the centre of mass of the region of interest were (x = 0, y = 42, z = 5). We note that this region is within the rostral subdivision of the anterior cingulated cortex. Group differences in beta values are shown in the inset. It is interesting to note that the betas in the healthy young group and the minimal white matter hyperintensity burden group are
negative for this region, but are positive for the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group.

**Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex-correlated brain network**

Previous studies of age-related differences in both cognitive control performance and activation (Braver et al., 2001; Braver and Barch, 2002) found significant age-related differences in performance as well as differences in activation of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Our *a priori* approach, therefore, sought to replicate these findings based on our functional data as well as to confirm the findings based on a region previously shown to be associated with the cognitive control network (MacDonald et al., 2000). Contrast analysis of ‘B’ cue versus ‘A’ cue comparing young individuals to subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden using small volume correction based on the dorsolateral prefrontal region of interest identified a region centred at −42, 12, 34 (*P* = 0.021, corrected at cluster level, *T* = 3.22, *Z* = 3.03, false discovery rate corrected = 0.007, voxel level) very near the MacDonald and colleagues published region [−41, 12, 24; (MacDonald et al., 2000)]. Results of correlation analyses are summarized in Table 2. In young subjects, the right angular gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus and left medial frontal gyrus exhibited enhanced functional connectivity with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the ‘B’ cue condition relative to the ‘A’ cue condition. In older subjects with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden, the right and left middle frontal gyrus showed greater functional connectivity with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the ‘B’ cue condition relative to the ‘A’ cue condition. Among subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden, there were no regions that showed greater functional connectivity within the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in the ‘B’ cue condition greater than the ‘A’ cue condition. Contrast analysis comparing connectivity between the young and older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden showed no significant differences.
hyperintensity burden, using small volume correction, failed to identify any regions that remained significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons.

These results were essentially confirmed by a repeat connectivity analysis using the MacDonald and colleagues (2000) published region (data not shown). Contrast analysis comparing connectivity between healthy young and older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden also failed to identify any regions that remained significant after adjustment.

**Discussion**

Though it is well established that older adults exhibit age-related cognitive control decline as well as prefrontal cortex dysfunction, the underlying neural mechanisms are unknown. In this study, we show that white matter hyperintensities contribute not only to impairments in goal maintenance, but also to prefrontal cortex impairments manifested as reduced activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and reduced connectivity of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex with its anatomical targets. In addition, we found that white matter hyperintensities are associated with increased activity in the anterior cingulate. Although our a priori hypothesis sought to examine the anterior cingulated cortex region previously shown to be involved with monitoring for the presence of conditions that can lead to erroneous responses (Carter et al., 1998), our results identified a more rostral region known to be part of the default mode network (Greicius et al., 2003). As in our previous behavioural study, older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden exhibited impaired goal maintenance with poor performance on the ‘BX’ trials, but spared performance on ‘AY’ trials relative to the young subjects (A.B.V. Mayda et al. manuscript under review). Older subjects with low white matter hyperintensity burden did not differ from young subjects or older subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden. Though the older subjects with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden exhibited a level of performance intermediate to the young and severe white matter hyperintensity burden groups, they did not display impaired goal maintenance relative to the young comparison subjects. These behavioural results, coupled with white matter hyperintensity-associated impairments in prefrontal cortex activity and preliminary connectivity analyses, suggest that white matter hyperintensity may play a role in producing these impairments.

**White matter hyperintensity and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction**

It has been suggested that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is important during task preparation and the implementation of
control (MacDonald et al., 2000). Thus, in order to successfully complete the present task, activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex would be expected to increase in response to the high cognitive control ‘B’ cue in preparation for the upcoming task demands. Our results show that older subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden are unable to upregulate activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during the high cognitive control ‘B’ cues in order to accomplish the task. Additionally, task relevant regions functionally connected to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex failed to engage.

Our results both confirm and contrast with results from prior studies of age-related differences in ‘AX’-continuous performance task and task performance (Braver et al., 2001, 2009; Braver and Barch, 2002; Paxton et al., 2008). These studies (Braver and Barch, 2002) show that older individuals are significantly less accurate on ‘BX’ trials, but perform superior to young on the ‘AY’ trails. Our performance data found similar results, although the overall high performance of the young could not detect a significant difference in the ‘AY’ condition. In contrast, our functional MRI study found no significant differences between young and older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden in task-related activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. While these results may reflect, in part, differences in study design [our delay was 3.5 s; intermediate to the short and long studied by Paxton et al. (2008)], this group comparison suggests that age alone may not fully explain differences in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation patterns with the ‘AX’-continuous performance task. Conversely, older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden were unable to activate the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during this task. While we dichotomized our groups to enhance power to detect differences, prior evidence shows that the influence of white matter hyperintensity on cognitive performance and cognitive activation is continuous (Nordahl et al., 2006). These results, therefore, suggest that various amounts of clinically silent cerebrovascular disease as manifest by white matter hyperintensity—common to advancing age—may explain at least some of the age-related differences in task activation patterns noted by Paxton and colleagues (2008).

White matter hyperintensity, age and cerebral connectivity

The cortical regions identified in the functional connectivity analysis have established functions that support task-relevant processing during the ‘AX’-continuous performance task (Paxton et al., 2008; Braver et al., 2009). Both young and older subjects with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden exhibited greater dorsolateral prefrontal functional connectivity in the ‘B’ cue relative to the ‘A’ cue. As noted by Paxton et al. (2008), ‘…the service of control is a commonly ascribed function of the PFC’ and our results support this assertion.

In young subjects, the left supramarginal and right angular gyrus similarly exhibited greater connectivity in ‘B’ cues relative to ‘A’ cues. Located in the inferior parietal lobe with extensive connections to prefrontal cortex (Miller and Asaad, 2002), these areas are important to multimodal sensory processing and may support task-relevant process during the ‘AX’-continuous performance task by facilitating sustained attention (Husain and Nachev, 2007). This parietal region has also been suggested to be an important component of the network of brain areas that mediate the short-term storage and retrieval of verbal material (Jonides et al., 1998; Honey et al., 2000). Conversely, the older group with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden showed greater connectivity in bilateral middle frontal gyrus. This interesting, although preliminary, difference from the young group suggests the possibility for age-related differences in cognitive processing streams where older individuals rely more heavily on dorsolateral prefrontal cortical systems, consistent with the HAROLD model (Cabeza, 2002), as discussed below.

We hypothesized that white matter hyperintensity would lead to prefrontal cortex dysfunction and the associated cognitive impairments by disrupting white matter tracts that connect prefrontal cortex to the rest of the brain (Nordahl et al., 2006), explaining at least some of previously identified age-related differences seen with this task (Braver and Barch, 2002). Relating our findings to previous functional MRI studies is difficult given that the extent of white matter hyperintensity in older study populations is generally not taken into account. Our results, however, may be interpreted in light of current literature. For example, Cabeza (2002) has reported that prefrontal activity during cognitive processes tends to be less lateralized in older adults than younger adults, and supported by functional neuroimaging evidence from domains of episodic memory, semantic memory, working memory, perception and inhibitory control. Age-related increase in neural recruitment, therefore, may play a compensatory role in the brain or reflect a difficulty in recruiting specialized neural systems, known as dedifferentiation or non-selective recruitment. Though these theories are not mutually exclusive, evidence of improved cognitive performance with increased bilateral involvement in older adults suggests that this is a compensatory mechanism. For example, Reuter-Lorenz and colleagues (2000) reported that older adults who display a pattern of bilateral activation were faster in verbal working memory tasks than those who did not display the pattern. Our results are potentially consistent with the compensatory account as evidence by the fact that older subjects with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden show improved performance compared to older subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden while showing both increased activity in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and increased correlations within right and left middle frontal cortices. Conversely, older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden performed significantly more poorly than the young group, showed no significant activation or correlations within frontal or parietal lobes in our preliminary connectivity analysis. Recent work by Braver and colleagues (2009), however, suggests an interesting alternative hypothesis. Older individuals may have reduced ‘flexibility’ in neural networks resulting in transition from a ‘proactive’ to ‘reactive’ response to situations demanding high level cognitive control. Both our behavioural and functional MRI results are compatible with this hypothesis in that older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden were unable to modulate cognitive systems necessary for successful performance of the task. Interestingly, it is possible that older subjects with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden may...
have retained better neuromodulation. Unfortunately, the study was not designed to test the premise of the Braver et al. (2009) model and further studies will be necessary to investigate this most interesting hypothesis.

Independent of the exact underlying systems biology, these results strongly suggest that disruption of white matter tracts may impair compensatory recruitment and are consistent with our earlier work (Nordahl et al., 2006) as well as other preliminary data on age-related differences in white matter integrity (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2007) and connectivity. Unfortunately, our small sample size was insufficient for definite conclusions and therefore, further work will be necessary to confirm or refute these hypotheses.

White matter hyperintensity and anterior cingulate cortex

In this study, we also found that older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden had significantly increased activation in rostral anterior cingulate cortex during high cognitive control conditions relative to the young group, with a trend towards increased activity over the minimal white matter hyperintensity burden group as well. In both the young and minimal white matter hyperintensity burden groups the betas were negative or near zero while in the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group they were positive.

The rostral anterior cingulate cortex is associated with the default mode network (Greicius et al., 2003). First described by Raichle and colleagues (2001), this network is believed to be the ‘default’ or ‘resting state’ network of the brain. In addition, deactivation or ‘anti-correlation’ of this network occurs commonly during task-related brain activation (Fox et al., 2005). Importantly, anti-correlations between default network activity and performance is diminished with advancing age (Grady et al., 2006). Moreover, age associated increases in anterior cingulate cortex activity during a verbal decision task were found in Brodmann area 32 near the location of the findings seen with our study (Sharp et al., 2006) and reduced anti-correlation is associated with diminished performance with increasing load on a verbal task in older individuals (Persson et al., 2007).

An interesting implication of the present result is that intact prefrontal cognitive control systems may be needed to mediate default mode network suppression, although the age-related differences in anterior cingulate cortex activity without age-related differences in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity for older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden suggest that other factors may also be involved. It is clear, however, that extensive white matter hyperintensity, as seen in the severe white matter hyperintensity burden group, is associated with both reduced task-related dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activation and increased rostral anterior cingulate cortex activity, suggesting the possibility that white matter hyperintensity may alter the relation between resting-state and task-related cognitive networks. This hypothesis is also consistent with diminished neuromodulation as suggested by Braver and colleagues (Braver and Barch, 2002; Braver et al., 2009). Additional studies will be needed to confirm this interesting hypothesis.

Behavioural performance and group differences in activation patterns

Group differences in task performance often confound biological inferences from studies of cognitive activation. It is important to note, however, that the reduced dorsolateral prefrontal cortex activity and altered connectivity in older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden was not simply due to reduced accuracy on the ‘AX’-continuous performance task (and the associated lower number of correct ‘BX’ trials). For example, ‘AX’ performance for the older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity burden did not differ significantly from performance of older individuals with severe white matter hyperintensity burden. Yet, older individuals with minimal white matter hyperintensity exhibited activation of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex similar to the young group and associated functional connectivity during the high cognitive control cues. Also, imaging analyses included only correct trials; therefore, for the purpose of these investigations, subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden performed equally on task as the other two groups.

Limitations

One possible limitation to the present study is the inclusion of subjects with known vascular risk factors in a functional imaging study that uses the blood oxygen level dependant signal. However, the available evidence argues against vascular risk factors as the major contributor to the reduction in the blood oxygen level-dependent signal in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Prior studies have shown that the blood oxygen level-dependent signal is not reduced universally across the brain in subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden (Nordahl et al., 2006) and in the present study, we found increased activity in anterior cingulate cortex among subjects with severe white matter hyperintensity burden. Although we cannot say whether vascular risk factors affect different regions of the brain differentially, we can say that vascular risk factors do not contribute to global reductions in brain activity. The limited number of subjects is a second limitation to this study. While there was sufficient power to detect differences in behaviour and task-related activations, the power to detect significant associations in the connectivity analysis was low and these results should be viewed as only preliminary. In addition, given that our results are observed in a set of hypothesis driven region of interest analyses rather than a whole-brain analysis, there may be additional regions of the brain that show similar effects to those reported above. Finally, we acknowledge that the use of white matter hyperintensity as our stratification variable is likely to underestimate age-related differences in white matter integrity that may be better imaged using diffusion tensor imaging and could further explain age-related differences in performance and functional connectivity associated with this task. Further work with diffusion tensor imaging is clearly necessary.
Conclusion

The functional imaging results of this study support the disconnection hypothesis of ageing that suggests that injury to white matter tracts, as manifest by white matter hyperintensity, contributes to age-related alterations in prefrontal cortex function. Although inferential power is somewhat limited due to the small sample size, the functional connectivity results strengthen this argument by offering further evidence that white matter hyperintensities are associated with reduced correlations among nodes within brain networks activated during a cognitive control task. It is clear that cerebrovascular disease, as manifest by white matter hyperintensity, contributes to age-related changes in brain activation and connectivity, though not all age-related differences in our study were explained by white matter hyperintensity and other age-related effects in the brain are likely. A unique consequence of altered prefrontal function associated with severe white matter hyperintensity burden is the possibility that white matter hyperintensity may adversely affect the ability of the anterior cingulate to normally deactivate during evaluatory control or the modulation of task-related systems activation and default network deactivation. It is, therefore, important to consider the role of cerebrovascular disease in age-related cognitive performance, given that it may be one of the underlying mechanisms of these changes and risk factors for cerebrovascular disease are modifiable.
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